
7/22/70 

Deer iiel, 

This is a w sty note prior to leaving for Washington, where I'm to see 
Bud about four complaints I've drafted, for the coming four suite, one . eft welch 
he is to handle, he thinks to the Supreme Court. end I else have to write Steve 
Burton, welch is probebly a fltillty. 

I would like to get all the dope as seat as possible, with a record 
of all the existing pictures, on the Thoresen case, complete with the descriptions 
or accounts of the munitions, 37 tone from the accents were, found in taeir home. 
I recall but e bit of the.earlier case, the earlier bust. There des been nothing 
here on whet hspened to the wife after are wee charged, waieh is of minor interest. 
diy major immediate interest, for a side project that may be worthwhile in several 
Treys, is in all i can get on bombings by tee right, secondarily, in their arming. 

You stay have some files on tale and you should be able to tap sources. 1 may get t contract for a rest book, to be edited as soon ea tae draft is done. 
If it goes through, taere will be a good likelihood of the use 6f many pictures. 

There was n bust in lolif of 9 major erme outfit the name of which 
for the moment escapes me. I think it begins with an "E". 'lletever yes have on 
that, 	like to n ve. It is ebout tuba that I'm writing Steve, for I knew he had 
a file on it. 

There io news, but rn time for it. T'eul knows St1 except this, in-lulling 
the interest in e small publisher in COUP, he to edit it down to King/Pay m=aterial 
only. I would hove neard from him last week. 

Did a story for the National Enquirer on my suit. Nobody else interested. 
end I have gotten more important suporeeeed things without suit, but under threat of. 
The wierdest case is where one agency gives me whet it has and soother says it may 
not, because of its nature. 

Beat regards to every ne. 

Sincerrely, 


